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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention is directed toward a high
pressure scroll compressor. More particularly, the
present invention is directed to a scroll machine which
include biased scroll members to handle the high axial
forces created in the high pressure scroll compressor.

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0002] A class of machines exists in the art generally
known as "scroll" machines for the displacement of var-
ious types of fluids. Such machines may be configured
as an expander, a displacement engine, a pump, a com-
pressor, etc., and the features of the present invention
are applicable to any one of these machines. For pur-
poses of illustration, however, the disclosed embodi-
ments are in the form of a hermetic refrigerant compres-
sor.
[0003] Generally speaking, a scroll machine compris-
es two spiral scroll wraps of similar configuration, each
mounted on a separate end plate to define a scroll mem-
ber. The two scroll members are interfitted together with
one of the scroll wraps being rotationally displaced 180°
from the other. The machine operates by orbiting one
scroll member (the "orbiting scroll") with respect to the
other scroll member (the "fixed scroll" or "non-orbiting
scroll") to make moving line contacts between the flanks
of the respective wraps, defining moving isolated cres-
cent-shaped pockets of fluid. The spirals are commonly
formed as involutes of a circle, and ideally there is no
relative rotation between the scroll members during op-
eration; i.e., the motion is purely curvilinear translation
(i.e., no rotation of any line in the body). The fluid pockets
carry the fluid to be handled from a first zone in the scroll
machine where a fluid inlet is provided, to a second zone
in the machine where a fluid outlet is provided. The vol-
ume of a sealed pocket changes as it moves from the
first zone to the second zone. At any one instant in time
there will be at least one pair of sealed pockets; and
where there are several pairs of sealed pockets at one
time, each pair will have different volumes. In a compres-
sor, the second zone is at a higher pressure than the first
zone and is physically located centrally in the machine,
the first zone being located at the outer periphery of the
machine.
[0004] Two types of contacts define the fluid pockets
formed between the scroll members, axially extending
tangential line contacts between the spiral faces or flanks
of the wraps caused by radial forces ("flank sealing"),
and area contacts caused by axial forces between the
plane edge surfaces (the "tips") of each wrap and the
opposite end plate ("tip sealing"). For high efficiency,
good sealing must be achieved for both types of contacts.
[0005] One of the difficult areas of design in a scroll-
type machine concerns the technique used to achieve

tip sealing under all operating conditions, and also at all
speeds in a variable speed machine. Conventionally, this
has been accomplished by (1) using extremely accurate
and very expensive machining techniques, (2) providing
the wrap tips with spiral tip seals, which, unfortunately,
are hard to assemble and often unreliable, or (3) applying
an axially restoring force by axial biasing the orbiting
scroll or the non-orbiting scroll towards the opposing
scroll using compressed working fluid.
[0006] The utilization of an axial restoring force first
requires one of the two scroll members to be mounted
for axial movement with respect to the other scroll mem-
ber. When the compressor is designed as a high pressure
compressor to compress a refrigerant like carbon diox-
ide, additional demand is placed on the axial biasing sys-
tem as well as the other components of the scroll com-
pressor.
[0007] US 6,457,948 discloses a compressor accord-
ing to the precharacterising section of claim 1.
[0008] The present invention provides a compressor
according to claim 1, which is designed to effectively com-
press carbon dioxide for a refrigeration system. The scroll
compressor of the present invention can include shorter
and thicker scroll vanes and an orbiting scroll member
which is axially biased against a fixed scroll member. A
vapor injection system can be added to the scroll com-
pressor to increase its capacity if desired. In addition, the
scroll compressor can be fitted with an oil injection system
for cooling and lubrication if desired.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] The present invention will become more fully
understood from the detailed description and the accom-
panying drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 is a vertical cross section of a scroll com-
pressor in accordance with the present invention;
Figure 2 is an enlarged view of the scroll members
of the scroll compressor illustrated in Figure 1 show-
ing the biasing system;
Figure 3a is an enlarged view of the biasing system
illustrated in Figure 1;
Figure 3b is an enlarged view of a biasing system in
accordance with another embodiment of the present
invention;
Figures 4a-4c are plan views of the scroll members
and the biasing system illustrated in Figure 3a;
Figure 5 is an enlarged view of the scroll members
of the scroll compressor illustrated in Figure 1 show-
ing the pressurization port;
Figure 6 is an enlarged view of the scroll members
of the scroll compressor illustrated in Figure 1 show-
ing an optional vapor injection system;
Figures 7a-7c are plan views of the scroll members
and the vapor injection system illustrated in Figure 6;
Figure 8 is an enlarged view of the scroll members
of the scroll compressor illustrated in Figure 1 show-
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ing an optional high pressure oil biasing system;
Figure 9 is a side cross-sectional view of an oil pres-
sure regulator used for the optional oil pressure bi-
asing system for the compressor illustrated in Figure
8;
Figure 10 is an enlarged view of the scroll member
of a scroll compressor in accordance with another
embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 11a is a plan view of a force diagram for the
orbiting scroll member of the present invention;
Figure 11b is a side view force diagram for the orbit-
ing scroll member taken along the radial axis;
Figure 11c is a side view force diagram for the orbit-
ing scroll member taken along the tangential axis;
Figure 12 is a plan view illustrating the trajectory of
the forces on the orbiting scroll member illustrated
in Figure 10;
Figure 13 is a side cross-sectional view of the orbiting
scroll member illustrated in Figure 10;
Figure 14 is a plan view of the orbiting scroll member
illustrated in Figure 10;
Figure 15 is a side cross-sectional view of the non-
orbiting scroll member illustrated in Figure 10;
Figure 16 is a plan view of the non-orbiting scroll
member illustrated in Figure 10;
Figure 17 is a side cross-sectional view of the main
bearing housing illustrated in Figure 10;
Figure 18 is a plan view of the main bearing housing
illustrated in Figure 10;
Figures 19a-19d illustrate the relationship between
the passages, the recesses and the sealing lip for
the scroll compressor illustrated in Figure 10;
Figure 20 illustrates the relationship between the
pressure within the recesses during orbiting of the
orbiting scroll member;
Figure 21 illustrates a side cross-sectional view of
an orbiting scroll member in accordance with another
embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 22 illustrates a plan view showing an orien-
tation of the recesses of the non-orbiting scroll mem-
ber in accordance with another embodiment of the
present invention;
Figure 23 illustrates a side view cross-section of a
scroll compressor in accordance with another em-
bodiment of the present invention; and
Figure 24 is a plan view, partially in cross-section
showing the oil pressure ports illustrated in Figure
23.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0010] The following description of the preferred em-
bodiment(s) is merely exemplary in nature and is in no
way intended to limit the invention, its application, or us-
es.
[0011] Referring now to the drawings in which like ref-
erence numerals designate like or corresponding parts

throughout the several views, there is shown in Figure 1
a scroll compressor in accordance with the present in-
vention and which is designated generally by reference
numeral 10. Compressor 10 comprises a generally cy-
lindrical hermetic shell 12 having welded at the upper
end thereof a cap 14 and at the lower end thereof a plu-
rality of mounting feet 16. Cap 14 is provided with a re-
frigerant discharge fitting 18. Other major elements af-
fixed to shell 12 include a lower bearing housing 24 that
is suitably secured to shell 12 and a two piece upper
bearing housing 26 suitably secured to lower bearing
housing 24.
[0012] A drive shaft or crankshaft 28 having an eccen-
tric crank pin 30 at the upper end thereof is rotatably
journaled in a bearing 32 in lower bearing housing 24
and a second bearing 34 in upper bearing housing 26.
Crankshaft 28 has at the lower end a relatively large di-
ameter concentric bore 36 that communicates with a ra-
dially outwardly inclined smaller diameter bore 38 ex-
tending upwardly therefrom to the top of crankshaft 28.
The lower portion of the interior shell 12 defines an oil
sump 40 that is filled with lubricating oil to a level slightly
above the lower end of a rotor 42, and bore 36 acts as a
pump to pump lubricating fluid up crankshaft 28 and into
bore 38 and ultimately to all of the various portions of the
compressor that require lubrication.
[0013] Crankshaft 28 is rotatively driven by an electric
motor including a stator 46, windings 48 passing there-
through and rotor 42 press fitted on crankshaft 28 and
having upper and lower counterweights 50 and 52, re-
spectively.
[0014] The upper surface of upper bearing housing 26
is provided with an annular recess 54 above which is
disposed an orbiting scroll member 56 having the usual
spiral vane or wrap 58 extending upward from an end
plate 60. Projecting downwardly from the lower surface
of end plate 60 of orbiting scroll member 56 is a cylindrical
hub having a journaled bearing 62 therein and in which
is rotatively disposed a drive bushing 64 having an inner
bore in which crank pin 30 is drivingly disposed. Crank
pin 30 has a flat on one surface that drivingly engages a
flat surface (not shown) formed in a portion of the bore
to provide a radially compliant driving arrangement, such
as shown in Assignee’s U.S. Letters Patent 4,877,382.
An Oldham coupling 68 is also provided positioned be-
tween orbiting scroll member 56 and upper bearing hous-
ing 26 and keyed to orbiting scroll member 56 and upper
bearing housing 26 to prevent rotational movement of
orbiting scroll member 56.
[0015] A non-orbiting scroll member 70 is also provided
having a scroll wrap 72 extending downwardly from an
end plate 74 that is positioned in meshing engagement
with wrap 58 of orbiting scroll member 56. Non-orbiting
scroll member 70 has a centrally disposed discharge pas-
sage 76 that communicates with discharge fitting 18
which extends through end cap 14.
[0016] Referring now to Figures 1-3a, orbiting scroll
member 56 and non-orbiting scroll member 70 are illus-
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trated in greater detail. Non-orbiting scroll member 70 is
fixedly secured to two-piece upper bearing housing 26
by a plurality of bolts 80 which prohibit all movement of
non-orbiting scroll member 70 with respect to upper bear-
ing housing 26. Orbiting scroll member 56 is disposed
between non-orbiting scroll member 70 and upper bear-
ing housing 26. Orbiting scroll member 56 can move ra-
dially as described above in relation to the radially com-
pliant drive for compressor 10. Orbiting scroll member
56 can also move axially by means of a floating thrust
seal 82 disposed within annular recess 54.
[0017] Floating thrust seal 82 comprises an annular
valve body 84, an inner lip seal 86 and an outer lip seal
88. Annular valve body 84 defines an inner face seal 90
and an outer face seal 92 which are urged against end
plate 60 of orbiting scroll member 56 by fluid pressure
supplied to recess 54 through a plurality of passages 94
extending through annular valve body 84. Inner lip seal
86 seals against an inner wall of recess 54, outer lip seal
88 seals against an outer wall of recess 54 and face seals
90 and 92 seal against end plate 60 of orbiting scroll
member 56 to isolate recess 54 from suction pressure
refrigerant within shell 12. The design parameters for
floating thrust seal 82 are selected in such a way that,
under internal pressurization, annular valve body 84
stays in constant contact with end plate 60 or orbiting
scroll member 56 by means of face seals 90 and 92. The
majority of the axial biasing load applied to orbiting scroll
member 56 is supplied by the refrigerant gas pressure
within recess 54 rather than by mechanical contact be-
tween face seals 90 and 92 and end plate 60 of orbiting
scroll member 56. This reduces mechanical friction and
wear of face seals 90 and 92 and the corresponding sur-
face of end plate 60 of orbiting scroll member 56. Pres-
surization of recess 54 is achieved using one or more
passages 96 which extend from an area of end plate 60
open to recess 54 through end plate 60 and through scroll
wrap 58 of orbiting scroll member 56.
[0018] Referring now to Figure 3b, a biasing system in
accordance with another embodiment of the present in-
vention is disclosed. Figure 3b illustrates floating thrust
seal 82’ which is the same as floating thrust seal 82 ex-
cept that annular valve body 84 is replaced by a three
piece annular body 84a, 84b and 84c.
[0019] Floating thrust seal 82’ comprises annular valve
bodies 84a, 84b and 84c, an inner lip seal 86 and an
outer lip seal 88. Annular valve body 84a defines an inner
face seal 90 and an outer face seal 92 which are urged
against end plate 60 of orbiting scroll member 56 by fluid
pressure supplied to recess 54 through a plurality of pas-
sages 94 extending through annular valve body 84a. In-
ner lip seal 86 is located between annular valve body 84a
and 84b and it seals against an inner wall of recess 54,
outer lip seal 88 is located between annular valve body
84a and 84c and it seals against an outer wall of recess
54 and face seals 90 and 92 seal against end plate 60
of orbiting scroll member 56 to isolate recess 54 from
suction pressure refrigerant within shell 12. The use of

the three piece annular valve bodies 84a, 84b and 84c
allows lip seals 86 and 88 to operate independently from
each other. The design parameters for floating thrust seal
82 are selected in such a way that, under internal pres-
surization, annular valve body 84a stays in constant con-
tact with end plate 60 or orbiting scroll member 56 by
means of face seals 90 and 92. The majority of the axial
biasing load applied to orbiting scroll member 56 is sup-
plied by the refrigerant gas pressure within recess 54
rather than by mechanical contact between face seals
90 and 92 and end plate 60 of orbiting scroll member 56.
This reduces mechanical friction and wear of face seals
90 and 92 and the corresponding surface of end plate 60
of orbiting scroll member 56. Pressurization of recess 54
is achieved using one or more passages 96 which extend
from an area of end plate 60 open to recess 54 through
end plate 60 and through scroll wrap 58 of orbiting scroll
member 56.
[0020] During orbiting motion of orbiting scroll member
56 with respect to non-orbiting scroll member 70, the end
of the one or more passages 96 extending through scroll
wrap 58 connects to one of the moving pockets defined
by scroll wraps 58 and 72 by means of a recess 98 which
is machined into end plate 74 of non-orbiting scroll mem-
ber 70. The location, size and shape of the one or more
passages 96 and recess 98 will determine the opening
and closing of gas communication between the com-
pressed gas in the moving pocket and recess 54. In ad-
dition, the transition time of the pressure equalization be-
tween the moving pocket and recess 54 is controlled by
the location, size and shape of the one or more passages
96 and recess 98. The timing of the opening and closing
in conjunction with the transition time can be selected
such that it will minimize excessive axial force applied to
end plate 60 of orbiting scroll member 56 but at the same
time the axial force will keep orbiting scroll member 56
in constant contact with non-orbiting scroll member 70.
Figure 4a illustrates the beginning of the opening of com-
munication, Figure 4b illustrates an opened communica-
tion and Figure 4c illustrates the closing of communica-
tion between recess 98 and one passage 96.
[0021] Keterring now to Figure 5, an axial pressure bi-
asing system 110 is illustrated. During the operation of
compressor 10, suction gas is sucked into scroll mem-
bers 56 and 70 where it is compressed and then dis-
charged from discharge passage 76 through discharge
fitting 18 that extends through cap 14. Because the axial
force from the compressed gas is located primarily in the
center of orbiting scroll member 56, and axial support for
orbiting scroll member 56 from floating thrust seal 82 is
located at the periphery of orbiting scroll member 56, end
plate 60 of orbiting scroll member 56 experiences bend-
ing such that the upper surface of end plate 60 becomes
concave. At the same time, due to the thermal field, or-
biting scroll wrap 58 as well as non-orbiting scroll wrap
72 are experiencing thermal growth, with the higher
growth being in the center of scroll members 56 and 70.
The lower surface of end plate 74 of non-orbiting scroll
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member 70 also becomes concave due to the axial sep-
arating force from the compressed gas in the moving
pockets. However, gas pressure behind end plate 74 of
non-orbiting scroll member 70 can also influence the de-
flection of end plate 74.
[0022] Non-orbiting scroll member 70 is sealingly se-
cured to end cap 14 using a seal 112. Non-orbiting scroll
member 70 and end cap 14 define a pressure chamber
114 which is supplied intermediate pressurized gas from
one or more of the moving pockets defined by wraps 58
and 72 through a passage 116 extending through end
plate 74. At a given operating condition, determined by
suction and discharge pressure, it is possible to deter-
mine the value of gas pressure in pressure chamber 114.
The gas pressure in pressure chamber 114 influences
the deflection of end plate 74 in such a way that the tips
of orbiting scroll wrap 58 as well as the tips of non-orbiting
scroll wrap 72 will be as close to a uniform contact as
possible. The necessary gas pressure to achieve the uni-
form contact with the respective end plates 60 and 74
can be selected by properly positioning passage 116 in
end plate 74.
[0023] Referring now to Figures 6 and 7a-7c, a vapor
injection system 120 in accordance with the present in-
vention is illustrated. The source for vapor injection is
located external to compressor 10 and it is supplied from
a fluid line (not shown) which extends through cap 14.
Non-orbiting scroll member 70 defines a fluid injection
port 122 to which the fluid line is attached to supply the
pressurized vapor to scroll members 56 and 70. Fluid
injection port 122 is in communication with an axial pas-
sage 124 in orbiting scroll member 56. Axial passage 124
is in communication with a radial passage 126 which is
in turn in communication with a pair of axial passages
128 which open into the moving fluid pockets defined by
scroll wraps 58 and 72. In order to achieve the necessary
amount of vapor introduced into the moving pockets,
opening and closing of communication between port 122
and passage 124 must be controlled. The opening of port
122 to passage 124 should begin just after the moving
pocket is formed by being sealed from the suction area
of compressor 10. The closing of port 122 to passage
124 should happen after approximately ninety degrees
of rotation of orbiting scroll member 56. Because of the
relative orbiting motion of orbiting scroll member 56 with
respect to non-orbiting scroll member 70, the proper se-
lection of relative locations of port 122, passage 124 and
passages 128 make it possible to control the opening
and closing of vapor injection system 120. Opening and
closing of vapor injection system 120 to provide vapor to
the moving pockets can be achieved by either lowering
and uncovering passages 128 on end plate 60 of orbiting
scroll member 56 by scroll wrap 72 of non-orbiting scroll
member or by opening and closing communication be-
tween port 122 and passage 124 or by a combination of
both.
[0024] Figure 7a illustrates scroll members 56 and 70
corresponding to the point where the moving pockets de-

fined by scroll wraps 58 and 72 are initially sealed off
from the suction area of compressor 10. Communication
between port 122 and passage 124 is just starting to take
place and passages 128 are just beginning to be uncov-
ered by scroll wrap 72. Figure 7b illustrates scroll mem-
bers 56 and 70 corresponding to the position forty-five
degrees of rotation after the initial sealing point illustrated
in Figure 7a. Port 122 is open to passage 124 and pas-
sages 128 are not covered by scroll wrap 72 to provide
for vapor injection. Figure 7c illustrates scroll members
56 and 70 corresponding to the position ninety degrees
of rotation after the initial sealing paint illustrated in Figure
7a. Port 122 has just closed communication with passage
124 to stop vapor injection by vapor injection system 120.
[0025] Referring now to Figures 8 and 9, a scroll com-
pressor 210 in accordance with another embodiment of
the present invention is illustrated. Scroll compressor 210
is the same as scroll compressor 10 but scroll compres-
sor 210 includes an optional oil injection system 212.
Scroll compressor 210 includes a non-orbiting scroll
member 70’ which replaces non-orbiting scroll member
70 and a two-piece upper bearing housing 26’ which re-
places two-piece upper bearing housing 26. Non-orbiting
scroll member 70’ is the same as non-orbiting scroll mem-
ber 70 except that non-orbiting scroll member 70’ defines
an oil pressure passage 214 and an oil pressure groove
216. Upper bearing housing 26’ is the same as upper
bearing housing 26 except that upper bearing housing
26’ defines an oil supply passage 218.
[0026] Oil injection system 212 injects oil into the mov-
ing chambers defined by scroll wraps 56 and 72 for cool-
ing and lubrication through passage 94 and the one or
more passages 96. While passages 94 and 96 are illus-
trated as being used for oil injection, it is within the scope
of the present invention to have additional or other ded-
icated oil injection ports if desired. Once oil is injected
into the moving pockets, it is discharged together with
the compressed gas and then separated from the com-
pressed gas in an external oil separator (not shown). The
separated oil is then cooled and reinjected into the mov-
ing pockets of compressor 210.
[0027] A source of high pressure oil or high pressure
sump 228 is connected through cap 14 to oil pressure
passage 214 to provide high pressure oil to annular re-
cess 54 and floating thrust seal 82. In order to control the
pressure of the supplied oil, an external oil pressure reg-
ulator 230 is utilized. Also, in order to provide the neces-
sary feed back for regulator 230, oil groove 216 and oil
pressure passage 214 are connected through cap 14 to
regulator 230. When orbiting scroll member 56 is in tight
contact with non-orbiting scroll member 70’, groove 216
is sealed from the suction area of compressor 210. How-
ever, when scroll axial separation takes place, groove
216 opens to the suction area of compressor 210 to pro-
vide a leak path.
[0028] Referring now to Figure 9, oil pressure regulator
230 comprises a housing 232 and a differential piston
234. On the left side of piston 234 as shown in Figure 9,
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there is a hydrostatic thrust bearing chamber 236 and a
lubrication groove sensing chamber 238. Lubrication
groove sensing chamber 238 is connected to oil groove
216 through oil pressure passage 214. Lubrication
groove sensing chamber 238 is also connected to high
pressure oil sump 228 through a metering orifice 240. To
the right of piston 234 as shown in Figure 9, there is an
adjustment piston 242 which is threaded into housing
232. Adjustment piston 242 can be used to adjust the
preload of springs 244 which urge piston 234 to the left
as shown in Figure 9. Adjustment piston 242 together
with piston 234 form a chamber 246 and a chamber 248.
[0029] During operation chamber 246 is connected to
high pressure oil sump 228 and chamber 248 to high
pressure oil sump 228 and chamber 248 is connected to
the suction side of compressor 210. There is a circular
groove 250 in piston 234 which is connected by a pas-
sage 252 to hydrostatic thrust bearing chamber 236. A
radial passage 254 through housing 232 is also connect-
ed to the suction side of compressor 210. A second radial
passage 256 through housing 232 is connected to high
pressure sump 228. During operation, the position of pis-
ton 234 is determined by the balance of forces in cham-
bers 236, 238, 246 and 248 and the forces exerted by
springs 244. The pressure in chamber 236 is controlled
by oil leakage from groove 250 to/from radial passages
254 and 256. This leakage depends on the position of
groove 250 relative to the openings of passages 254 and
256. Differential piston diameters, as well as other design
parameters, are selected in such a way that the controlled
pressure in chamber 236 becomes a proper combination
of suction and discharge pressures and spring force re-
sulting in the best possible pressure within annular re-
cess 54 reacting on orbiting scroll member 56 and floating
thrust seal 82 to provide the appropriate amount of bias-
ing for orbiting scroll member 56 for the efficient operation
of compressor 210. When scroll members 56 and 70’ are
in tight contact, the oil pressure in circular groove 216
and chamber 238 are close to the design pressure. How-
ever, in the event of scroll axial separation, oil leakage
from groove 216 to the suction portion of compressor 210
will result in a drop of pressure in groove 216 and cham-
ber 238 due to the presence of metering orifice 240. This
changes the force balance equilibrium on piston 234 re-
sulting in groove 250 aligning with passage 256 increas-
ing the oil pressure within chamber 236 by connecting
chamber 236 to high pressure sump 228 through pas-
sage 252, groove 250 and passage 256. This increased
oil pressure is supplied from chamber 236 to annular re-
cess 54 resulting in an increase in the clamping force in
order to bring the scrolls back together. With the scrolls
back together, the pressure within groove 216 and cham-
ber 238 will return to the pressure of high pressure sump
228 which will move piston 234 to the right as shown in
Figure 9 until groove 250 aligns with passage 254 to
bleed the increased pressure within chamber 236 to the
suction area of the compressor through passage 252,
groove 250 and passage 254. This brings the pressure

within chamber 236 and thus annular recess 54 back to
the design pressure.
[0030] Referring now to Figure 10, a scroll compressor
310 in accordance with another embodiment of the
present invention is illustrated. Scroll compressor 310 is
the same as scroll compressor 10 but scroll compressor
310 incorporates a different biasing system for the orbit-
ing scroll member.
[0031] Compressor 310 comprises generally cylindri-
cal hermetic shell 12 having welded at the upper end
thereof cap 14 and at the lower end thereof the plurality
of mounting feet 16. Cap 14 is provided with refrigerant
discharge fitting 18. Other major elements affixed to shell
12 include lower bearing housing 24 that is suitably se-
cured to shell 12 and two piece upper bearing housing
26 suitably secured to lower bearing housing 24.
[0032] Drive shaft or crankshaft 28 having eccentric
crank pin 30 at the upper end thereof is rotatably jour-
naled in bearing 32 in lower bearing housing 24 and sec-
ond bearing 34 in upper bearing housing 26. Crankshaft
28 has at the lower end the relatively large diameter con-
centric bore 36 that communicates with radially outwardly
inclined smaller diameter bore 38 extending upwardly
therefrom to the top of crankshaft 28. The lower portion
of the interior shell 12 defines oil sump 40 that is filled
with lubricating oil to a level slightly above the lower end
of rotor 42, and bore 36 acts as a pump to pump lubri-
cating fluid up crankshaft 28 and into bore 38 and ulti-
mately to all of the various portions of the compressor
that require lubrication.
[0033] Crankshaft 28 is rotatively driven by the electric
motor including stator 46, winding 48 passing there-
through and rotor 42 press fitted on crankshaft 28 and
having upper and lower counterweights 50 and 52, re-
spectively.
[0034] The upper surface of upper bearing housing 26
is provided with annular recess 54 above which is dis-
posed an orbiting scroll member 356 having the usual
spiral vane or wrap 358 extending upward from an end
plate 360. Projecting downwardly from the lower surface
of end plate 360 of orbiting scroll member 356 is a cylin-
drical hub having a journaled bearing 362 therein and in
which is rotatively disposed drive bushing 64 having an
inner bore in which crank pin 30 is drivingly disposed.
Crank pin 30 has a flat on one surface that drivingly en-
gages a flat surface (not shown) formed in a portion of
the bore to provide a radially compliant driving arrange-
ment, such as shown in Assignee’s U.S. Letters Patent
4,877,382. Oldham coupling 68 is also provided posi-
tioned between orbiting scroll member 356 and upper
bearing housing 26 and keyed to orbiting scroll member
356 and upper bearing housing 26 to prevent rotational
movement of orbiting scroll member 356.
[0035] A non-orbiting scroll member 370 is also pro-
vided having a wrap 372 extending downwardly from an
end plate 374 that is positioned in meshing engagement
with wrap 358 of orbiting scroll member 356. Non-orbiting
scroll member 370 has a centrally disposed discharge
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passage 376 that communicates with discharge fitting 18
which extends through end cap 14.
[0036] Non-orbiting scroll member 370 is fixedly se-
cured to two-piece upper bearing housing 26 by plurality
of bolts 80 which prohibit all movement of non-orbiting
scroll member 370 with respect to upper bearing housing
26. Orbiting scroll member 356 is disposed between non-
orbiting scroll member 370 and upper bearing housing
26. Orbiting scroll member 356 can move radially as de-
scribed above in relation to the radially compliant drive
for compressor 310. Orbiting scroll member 356 can also
move axially by means of a floating thrust seal 382 dis-
posed within annular recess 54.
[0037] Floating thrust seal 382 comprises a pair of an-
nular valve bodies 384 with one annular body 384 seal-
ingly engaging the interior wall of recess 54 at 386 and
the other annular body 384 sealingly engaging the exte-
rior wall of recess 54 at 388. Annular valve bodies 384
define an inner face seal 390 and an outer face seal 392
which are urged against end plate 360 of orbiting scroll
member 356 by fluid pressure supplied to recess 54. The
seal at 386 seals against the inner wall of recess 54, the
seal at 388 seals against the outer wall of recess 54 and
face seals 390 and 392 seal against end plate 360 of
orbiting scroll member 356 to isolate recess 54 from suc-
tion pressure refrigerant within shell 12. The design pa-
rameters for floating thrust seal 382 are selected in such
a way that, under internal pressurization, annular valve
bodies 384 stay in constant contact with end plate 360
of orbiting scroll member 356 by means of face seals 390
and 392. The majority of the axial biasing load applied
to orbiting scroll member 356 is supplied by the refriger-
ant gas pressure within recess 54 rather than by mechan-
ical contact between face seals 390 and 392 and end
plate 360 of orbiting scroll member 356. This reduces
mechanical friction and wear of face seals 390 and 392
and the corresponding surface of end plate 360 of orbiting
scroll member 356. While not illustrated in Figure 10,
pressurization ot recess 54 is achieved using one or more
passages 96 which extend from an area of end plate 360
open to recess 54 through end plate 360 to one or more
of the compression chambers formed by wraps 358 and
372 as shown in Figures 1-4c. Also, scroll compressor
10 can include the optional oil injection system 212 illus-
trated above for compressor 210.
[0038] During orbiting motion of orbiting scroll member
356 with respect to non-orbiting scroll member 370, a
plurality of passages 396 which extend through end plate
360 control the pressure within a recess 398. The end of
each passage 396 extending through end plate 360 con-
nects to one of a plurality of recesses 398 which are ma-
chined into end plate 374 of non-orbiting scroll member
370. The location, size and shape of passage 396 and
recess 398 will determine the opening and closing of gas
communication between the compressed gas in the suc-
tion area of scroll compressor 310 and recess 398 as
well as the opening and closing of gas communication
between recess 54 and recess 398. In addition, the tran-

sition time of the pressure equalization between the suc-
tion area of scroll compressor 310 and recess 398 and
the transition time of the pressure equalization between
recess 54 and recess 398 is controlled by the location,
size and shape of passage 396 and recess 398. The
timing of the opening and closing in conjunction with the
transition time can be selected such that it will minimize
excessive axial force applied to end plate 360 of orbiting
scroll member 356 but at the same time the axial force
will keep orbiting scroll member 356 in constant contact
with non-orbiting scroll member 370.
[0039] Scroll compressors create a contingent axial
force that tries to separate the two mating scrolls due to
the compression process. This force changes in a revo-
lution with ten to thirty percent of the fluctuation depend-
ing on the operating condition. To overcome the sepa-
rating force and hold the mating scrolls together, a con-
stant gas pressure is applied from the back side of the
orbiting scroll member by using a sealing system which
is typically provided on a stationary part of the scroll com-
pressor. In order to keep the scroll members together at
all times with the constant pressure acting against the
fluctuating separating force, the backpressure that cre-
ates the holding force must be equal to or more than the
peak value of the fluctuating force creating an excessive
pressure. As a result, the excessive force will be exerted
on the mating axial surfaces of the sealing system. This
excessive force causes frictional losses that deteriorates
the efficiency of the compressor.
[0040] There is another circumstance which requires
an unwanted excessive force. This is due to the presence
of the "scroll particular" over-turning moment which is
schematically illustrated in Figures 11a-11c. Since the
separation force FSP and the holding force FHOLD are
separately placed by a half of the orbiting radius ROR,
the centroid of the excessive force FTH needs to occur
at the opposite side of the axis (shown in X) in order to
balance out the moment from the two forces FSP and
FHOLD. As seen in Figure 11b, the force balance in the
axial direction can be represented by the following equa-
tion [1]. 

[0041] The location X illustrated in Figure 11b becomes
off setting from the central axis with which the holding
force FHOLD gets close to the separation force FSP to
eliminate the excessive force and its location can be rep-
resented by the following equation [2]. 

[0042] Substituting equation [1] into equation [2] gives
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us the location for X which can be represented by the
following equation [3]. 

[0043] The location of FTH is also affected by the other
moment balance in the tangential plane shown in the
following equation [4]. 

[0044] This equation can be written as 

and substituting equation [1] in this equation gives us the
position for Y. 

[0045] As indicated, the Y location also becomes off
from the central axis by minimizing the excessive force
(FHOLD-FSP). For most of scroll compressors, the FTH
positions near the tangential line, which is extended from
the center of the orbiting scroll toward the rotation direc-
tion of the orbit. As the tangential and radial axes rotate,
FTH moves along the tangential axis resulting in drawing
a closed loop trajectory as illustrated in Figure 12 by the
dashed line. If no axial surface is provided between the
mating scroll members at the location of FTH, the orbiting
scroll member will tilt over and thus result in the scroll
compressor being inoperative. Therefore, the excessive
force is allowed to be reduced only within the range of
which FTH does not go across the outer edge of the axial
surface between the mating scrolls.
[0046] A typical approach to overcome such excessive
force is to widen the axial thrust area in order to extend
the outer edge of the axial surface as well as to reduce
the contact force per unit area. With this approach, how-
ever, it brings about the compressor shell diameter being
larger which is against the market demand for miniatur-
ization. In addition, lubrication of this increased surface
area presents additional problems.
[0047] The present invention addresses this issue by
increasing and decreasing the fluid pressure within re-
cess 398 which creates a pressure biasing chamber dur-
ing the cycle of rotation in order to counteract the circum-
ferential movement of FTH. The increasing and decreas-
ing of the fluid pressure within recess 398 is described

above where recess 398 is cyclically placed in commu-
nicated with the suction area of compressor 310 and the
fluid pressure within recess 54.
[0048] Figures 13-18 illustrate the positional and geo-
metrical information about the plurality of passages 396
in end plate 360, the plurality of recesses 398 formed in
end plate 374 and an axial sealing surface 400 of annular
recess 54 provided at the backside of end plate 360.
[0049] Preferably, four passages 396a-d are arranged
circumferentially around end plate 360 at a ninety degree
interval at a diameter of CBH from the center of orbiting
scroll member 356. The diameter DBH for each passage
396 is preferred, but not limited to be matched to a seal
width of outer face seal 392. Preferably four recesses
398a-d are arranged circumferentially around end plate
374 at a diameter CGR. The four recesses 398 are not
interconnected with each other and thus they can each
be treated as an independent volume. The depth of each
recess tGR is preferred, but not limited to be considerably
small such as less than a millimeter. Recesses 398 are
arranged at ninety degree interval on diameter CGR from
the center of non-orbiting scroll member 370. Recesses
398 are preferred but are not limited for each to have a
width LGR which is equal to or greater than twice the
orbiting radius ROR. The diameter CGR is preferred to be
the same size of diameter CBH of passage 396. Also, the
diameter CGR is preterred, but not limited to be the same
as the diameter CSEAL of outer face seal 392. The match-
ing of diameters CGR and CSEAL permit the fabrication of
the plurality of passages 396 by a simple vertical drilling
operation.
[0050] An angular orientation of the four recesses 398
is preferred, but not limited to be arranged so that the
symmetric axis of each recess coincides with the radial
direction of a respective passage 396.
[0051] Figures 19a-19d show the positional relation-
ship between the passages 396, the recesses 398 and
the outer sealing surface of outer face seal 392 at each
ninety degree rotation of orbiting scroll member 356 with
respect to non-orbiting scroll member 370. The relative
position of each passage 396 and the outer sealing sur-
face of outer face seal 392 are successively changed as
the center OOS of orbiting scroll member 356 orbits on
the orbiting circle COR around the center OFS of non-
orbiting scroll member 370. Each passage 396 comes
across the axial sealing surface of outer face seal 392
twice during one revolution of orbiting scroll member 356.
Thus, the bottoms of passages 396 are repeatedly and
alternately exposed to high pressure and low pressure
refrigerant environments. The exposure of each passage
396 becomes phase-delayed by ninety degrees such that
the exposures occur on respective passages 396 one
after another during the orbital motion.
[0052] The upper end of each passage 396 is in com-
munication with a respective recess 398 at all times.
Therefore, the pressures of fluid within recesses 398 fluc-
tuates during each revolution of orbiting scroll member
356 as the result of the alternate exposure of passages
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396 to the high and low pressures of the refrigerant en-
vironment. A typical pattern of the pressure fluctuation in
each recess 398 is shown in Figure 20. The pressure
increases when passage 396 is exposed to the high pres-
sure environment and it decreases when it is exposed to
the low pressure environment. Although the rate of the
increase and the decrease of the pressure within each
recess 398 is affected by the volume of the recess and
the flow resistance of passage 396, the peak pressure
always appears at the end of the exposure of passage
396 to the high pressure and the bottom pressure occurs
at the end of the exposure of passage 396 to the low
pressure. This is illustrated in Figure 20 where the solid
line indicates recess pressure for a large volume recess
398 or a high flow resistance passage 396 and the
dashed line indicates recess pressure for a small volume
recess 398 or a low flow resistance passage 396.
[0053] In the crank position illustrated in Figure 19a,
passage 396a is located at the ending position of the
exposure to the inside of recess 54 which holds a higher
pressure than the suction area of scroll compressor 310.
Thus, at this crank position, the pressure within recess
398a reaches its maximum, generating a peak force to
counteract the excessive force FTH, which is generated
by the overturning moment. Since the pressure within
recess 398 is uniform, the location of the force should be
represented by the centroid of the recesses axial area,
which is shown in Figure 16 as FGRA.
[0054] As illustrated in Figure 12, the excessive force
FTH always appears near the tangential line, which is
extended from the center of orbiting scroll member 356
toward the rotational direction of orbit. As seen in Figure
16, the centroid of the counteracting force FGRA is located
close to FTH. Providing the counteracting force FGRA
close the FTH will negate most of the excessive force FTH
and prevent a residual moment due to the presence of a
minimum distance between FGRA and FTH.
[0055] As the orbital motion proceed from the crank
position illustrated in Figure 19a to that illustrated in 19b,
passage 396a comes across the outer sealing surface
of outer face seal 392 and will be exposed to the suction
area of scroll compressor 310. The pressure within re-
cess 398a will start to decrease and thus reduce the
counteracting from recess 398a. On the next recess
398b, however, the respective passage 396b is ap-
proaching the end position of the exposure to the inside
of pressurized recess 54 which is increasing the pressure
within recess 398b. In the middle position between Fig-
ures 19a and 19b, therefore, both recesses 398a and
398b hold an intermediate pressure which generates in-
termediate counteracting forces at both FGRA and FGRB.
These two forces can also be represented by the centroid
of the two recesses which is located between the two
centroids of the two recesses. The location of the coun-
teracting force therefore moves circumferentially in the
direction of the orbital motion and follows the movement
of FTH which is illustrated in Figure 12 by the dashed line.
Figures 19c and 19d each illustrate an additional ninety

degrees of orbital motion.
[0056] The passages 396a-d are illustrated as vertical
and straight on the premise of which diameter of the con-
centric circles of recesses CGR matches with the diam-
eter of the sealing face of outer face seal 392. This
premise sometimes cannot be met due to layout restric-
tions in relation to the other components. Passages 396
can be replaced with passage 396’ illustrated in Figure
21 so that the bottom of passages 396’ are still exposed
to the inside and outside of recess 54 repeatedly and
alternately. As illustrated in Figure 22, the angular orien-
tation of recesses 398 can be modified within forty-five
degrees from the case of the preferred embodiment with
the symmetric axis of each groove coinciding with the
radial direction of the respective passage 396. This will
allow shifting of the centroid of the respective recesses
398 in the circumferential direction and further minimizing
the distance between the excessive force FTH and the
counteracting force FGR. While Figure 22 illustrated mod-
ification in a clockwise direction, it is within the scope of
the present invention to modify recesses 398 in a counter-
clockwise direction if desired.
[0057] Referring now to Figures 23 and 24, a scroll
compressor 410 in accordance with the present invention
is illustrated. Scroll compressor 410 is the same as scroll
compressor 10 but scroll compressor 410 incorporates
a hydrostatic thrust bearing. Compressor 410 comprises
generally cylindrical hermetic shell 12 having welded at
the upper end thereof cap 14 and at the lower end thereof
plurality of mounting feet 16. Cap 14 is provided with
refrigerant discharge fitting 18. Other major elements af-
fixed to shell 12 include lower bearing housing 24 that is
suitably secured to shell 12 and two piece upper bearing
housing 26 suitably secured to lower bearing housing 24.
[0058] Drive shaft or crankshaft 28 having eccentric
crank pin 30 at the upper end thereof is rotatably jour-
naled in bearing 32 in lower bearing housing 24 and sec-
ond bearing 34 in upper bearing housing 26. Crankshaft
28 has at the lower end the relatively large diameter con-
centric bore 36 that communicates with radially outwardly
inclined smaller diameter bore 38 extending upwardly
therefrom to the top of crankshaft 28. The lower portion
of the interior shell 12 defines oil sump 40 that is filled
with lubricating oil to a level slightly above the lower end
of rotor 42, and bore 36 acts as a pump to pump lubri-
cating fluid up crankshaft 28 and into bore 38 and ulti-
mately to all of the various portions of the compressor
that require lubrication.
[0059] Crankshaft 28 is rotatively driven by the electric
motor including stator 46, winding 48 passing there-
through and rotor 42 press fitted on crankshaft 28 and
having upper and lower counterweights 50 and 52, re-
spectively.
[0060] The upper surface of upper bearing housing 26
is provided with annular recess 54 above which is dis-
posed an orbiting scroll member 456 having the usual
spiral vane or wrap 458 extending upward from an end
plate 460. Projecting downwardly from the lower surface
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of end plate 460 of orbiting scroll member 456 is a cylin-
drical hub having a journaled bearing 462 therein and in
which is rotatively disposed drive bushing 64 having an
inner bore in which crank pin 30 is drivingly disposed.
Crank pin 30 has a flat on one surface that drivingly en-
gages a flat surface (not shown) formed in a portion of
the bore to provide a radially compliant driving arrange-
ment, such as shown in Assignee’s U.S. Letters Patent
4,877,382, the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated
herein by reference. Oldham coupling 68 is also provided
positioned between orbiting scroll member 456 and up-
per bearing housing 26 and keyed to orbiting scroll mem-
ber 456 and upper bearing housing 26 to prevent rota-
tional movement of orbiting scroll member 456.
[0061] A non-orbiting scroll member 470 is also pro-
vided having a wrap 472 extending downwardly from an
end plate 474 that is positioned in meshing engagement
with wrap 458 of orbiting scroll member 456. Non-orbiting
scroll member 470 has a centrally disposed discharge
passage 476 that communicates with discharge fitting 18
which extends through end cap 14.
[0062] Non-orbiting scroll member 470 is fixedly se-
cured to two-piece upper bearing housing 26 by the plu-
rality of bolts 80 which prohibit all movement of non-or-
biting scroll member 470 with respect to upper bearing
housing 26. Orbiting scroll member 456 is disposed be-
tween non-orbiting scroll member 470 and upper bearing
housing 26. Orbiting scroll member 456 can move radially
as described above in relation to the radially compliant
drive for compressor 410. Orbiting scroll member 456
can also move axially by means of a floating thrust seal
482 disposed within annular recess 54.
[0063] Floating thrust seal 482 comprises a pair of an-
nular bodies 484 with one annular body 484 sealingly
engaging the inner wall of recess 54 at 486 and the other
annular body 484 sealingly engaging the exterior wall of
recess 54 at 488. Annular valve bodies 484 define an
inner face seal 490 and an outer face seal 492 which are
urged against end plate 460 of orbiting scroll member
456 by fluid pressure supplied to recess 54. The seal at
486 seals against the inner wall of recess 54, the seal
488 seals against the outer wall of recess 54 and face
seals 490 and 492 seal against end plate 460 of orbiting
scroll member 456 to isolate recess 54 from suction pres-
sure refrigerant within shell 12. The design parameters
for floating thrust seal 482 are selected in such a way
that, under internal pressurization, annular valve bodies
484 stay in constant contact with end plate 460 or orbiting
scroll member 456 by means of face seals 490 and 492.
The majority of the axial biasing load applied to orbiting
scroll member 456 is supplied by the refrigerant gas pres-
sure within recess 54 rather than by mechanical contact
between face seals 490 and 492 and end plate 460 of
orbiting scroll member 456. This reduces mechanical fric-
tion and wear of face seals 490 and 492 and the corre-
sponding surface of end plate 460 of orbiting scroll mem-
ber 456. Pressurization of recess 54 is achieved using
the one or more passages 96 which extends from an area

of end plate 460 open to recess 54 through end plate 460
and through scroll wrap 458 of orbiting scroll member
456.
[0064] Scroll compressor 410 incorporates a hydro-
static thrust bearing 500 or non-orbiting scroll member
470. Hydrostatic bearing 500 is located at a thrust surface
502 of non-orbiting scroll member 470 which mates with
end plate 460 of orbiting scroll member 456. This posi-
tions hydrostatic bearing 500 exterior to non-orbiting
scroll wrap 472. Hydrostatic bearing 500 comprises one
or more recesses 504 disposed on thrust surface 502,
one or more throttling devices 506 such as orifices, tubes,
valves, capillaries or other throttling devices known in the
art, a high pressure oil source 508 and one or more oil
passages 510 that connect high pressure oil source 508
to one or more recesses 504. An oil-separator 512 can
be used for high pressure oil source 508 and as illustrated
in Figure 23, oil-separator 512 is located at the discharge
end of scroll compressor 410.
[0065] As described above, scroll compressor can cre-
ate a contingent axial force by its compression mecha-
nism which tries to separate the two mating scrolls. This
force changes during a revolution of the orbiting scroll
member with ten to thirty percent of the fluctuation de-
pending on the operating condition. To overcome the
separating force and hold the mating scroll members to-
gether, a constant back pressure is generally applied
from a side of the non-orbiting scroll member or from a
side of the orbiting scroll member. In order to keep the
scroll members together with the constant back pressure
against the fluctuating separating force, the back pres-
sure that creates a force equal to or more than the peak
value of the fluctuating force is chosen. As a result, the
excessive clamping force at the time of other than when
the peak force occurs will be applied to the scroll mem-
bers resulting in mechanical loss. This loss becomes
more significant if the scroll compressor creates a large
axial force relative to the useful work output (tangential
force) such as a scroll compressor for CO2 refrigerant.
[0066] Preferably four separate recesses 504a-d are
provided on thrust surface 502 of non-orbiting scroll
member 470. Recesses 504a-d are located circumfer-
entially to surround scroll wrap 472. By using separate
recesses 504a-d, the capability to carry the eccentric bi-
as-load which scroll members normally generate will be
enhanced. Each recess has its own throttling device 506
to provide each recess 504 with its own independent oil
carrying capacity. This feature is also necessary for the
eccentric load. The land of each recess 504 is adjusted
in height to be flush with the tip surface of non-orbiting
scroll wrap 472.
[0067] A common oil passage 514 connects to each
recess 504 through a high pressure oil line 516 connected
to oil separator 516. As detailed above, a constant back
pressure from recess 54 is applied to end plate 460 of
orbiting scroll member 456.
[0068] Hydrostatic thrust bearing 500 will provide rigid-
ity to the load carrying capacity against the clearance
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between the two mating surfaces, end plate 460 and
thrust surface 502. Hydrostatic thrust bearing 500 will
carry additional load as the clearance between the two
surfaces decrease. When there is excessive force ap-
plied to orbiting scroll member 456 from the fluid pressure
within recess 54, orbiting scroll member 456 comes clos-
er to non-orbiting scroll member 470. Hydrostatic thrust
bearing 500 will generate an increased reaction force as
orbiting scroll member 456 comes closer to non-orbiting
scroll member 470. Both the biasing force and the reac-
tion force will balance out at a certain clearance where
orbiting scroll member 456 will stop its axial movement.
As a result, orbiting scroll member 456 stays in a floating
state with respect to non-orbiting scroll member 470 not
transferring forces between the tips of scroll wraps 458,
472 and end plates 474, 460, respectively. This floating
state of orbiting scroll member 456 eliminates the friction
loss between the scroll tips and the end plates.
[0069] This reduction becomes more of a significant
factor when the biasing load created by the pressurized
fluid in recess 54 is large. This is especially true for scroll
compressors that create significant fluctuation of the sep-
arating force such as the ones for CO2 refrigerant. Hy-
drostatic thrust bearing 500 accommodates this fluctuat-
ing force by allowing a change in the floating position of
orbiting scroll member 456. If this change in the floating
position becomes too large, the performance of the scroll
compressor may be degraded due to leakage of the com-
pressed gas between adjacent scroll pockets. If the
change in the floating position becomes too large, the
prevention of gas leakage can be accomplished by de-
signing recesses 504 and throttling devices 506 to realize
the maximum rigidity which will then bring about the min-
imum change in the floating position in relation to the
fluctuation of the load.
[0070] Hydrostatic thrust bearing 500 can be intention-
ally designed to be, more or less, too small in its load
carrying capacity against the separating force. Hydro-
static thrust bearing 500 will then carry a part of the sep-
aration force at the two mating scroll members in contact.
Although, in this design, hydrostatic bearing 500 does
not completely eliminate the tip friction, it still reduces the
friction drastically by receiving axial stress at the tip of
the scroll.
[0071] While the present invention is illustrated with
hydrostatic thrust bearing being on the non-orbiting scroll
member with an axially movable orbiting scroll member,
hydrostatic bearing 500 can be incorporated into an or-
biting scroll member that does not move axially but which
is mated with an axially movable non-orbiting scroll mem-
ber.
[0072] The description of the invention is merely ex-
emplary in nature.

Claims

1. A compressor (10) comprising:

a shell (12) with an end cap (14);
an upper bearing housing (26) fixed relative to
said shell (12);
a non-orbiting scroll member (70) fixed relative
to said upper bearing housing (26) and including
a first end plate (74), a first wrap (72) extending
from said first end plate, a discharge passage
(76) and a passage (116); and
an orbiting scroll member (56) including a sec-
ond end plate (60), a second wrap (58) extend-
ing from said second end plate (60) and in mesh-
ing engagement with said first wrap (72),
characterized in that said non-orbiting scroll
member (70) and the end cap (14) define a
chamber (114) in fluid communication with said
passage (116), said passage (116) configured
to be in fluid communication with a moving pock-
et defined by said first and second wraps (72,
58) to provide intermediate pressurized fluid to
said chamber (114) to deflect said first end plate
(74) such that tips of said first and second wraps
(72, 58) more uniformly contact said second and
first end plates (60, 74), respectively.

2. The compressor of claim 1, wherein said chamber
(114) is isolated from said discharge passage (76).

3. The compressor of claim 1, further comprising a dis-
charge fitting (18) in fluid communication with said
discharge passage (76) in said non-orbiting scroll
member (70) and extending through said end cap
(14) to isolate said chamber (114) from said dis-
charge passage (76).

4. The compressor of claim 3, wherein said discharge
fitting (18) extends into said discharge passage (76).

5. The compressor of claim 1, wherein said non-orbiting
scroll member (70) is sealingly secured to said end
cap (12).

6. The compressor of claim 5, further comprising bolts
(80) extending axially through said non-orbiting
scroll member (70) and fixing said non-orbiting scroll
member (70) to said upper bearing housing (26).

7. The compressor of claim 1, wherein said orbiting
scroll member (56) is axially displaceable relative to
said non-orbiting scroll member (70).

8. The compressor of claim 7, wherein said upper bear-
ing housing (26) defines an annular recess (54) dis-
posed below said orbiting scroll member (56), and
wherein said orbiting scroll member (56) includes
another passage (96) that extends through said sec-
ond end plate (60) and is in fluid communication with
a moving pocket via a recess (98) in the first end
plate (74) to bias said orbiting scroll member (56)
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axially toward said non-orbiting scroll member (70).

9. The compressor of claim 1, wherein said first end
plate (74) sealingly engages the end cap (14), and
wherein a discharge fitting (18) is in communication
with said discharge passage (76) and extends
through said end cap (14).

Patentansprüche

1. Verdichter (10), umfassend:

eine Hülle (12) mit einer Abschlusskappe (14);
ein Oberlagergehäuse (26), das relativ zu der
Hülle (12) befestigt ist;
ein nicht umkreisendes Rollelement (70), das
relativ zu dem Oberlagergehäuse (26) befestigt
ist und eine erste Endplatte (74), einen ersten
Wickel (72), der sich von der ersten Endplatte
aus erstreckt, einen Entladungskanal (76) und
einen Kanal (116) umfasst; und
ein umkreisendes Rollelement (56), das eine
zweite Endplatte (60) und einen zweiten Wickel
(58), der sich von der zweiten Endplatte (60) aus
erstreckt und mit dem ersten Wickel (72) inein-
andergreift, umfasst,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das nicht um-
kreisende Rollelement (70) und die Abschluss-
kappe (14) eine Kammer (114) in Fluidkommu-
nikation mit dem Kanal (116) definieren, wobei
der Kanal (116) konfiguriert ist, um in Fluidkom-
munikation mit einer sich bewegenden Tasche
zu stehen, die durch den ersten und zweiten Wi-
ckel (72, 58) definiert wird, um der Kammer
(114) Druckzwischenfluid bereitzustellen, um
die erste Endplatte (74) so abzulenken, dass die
Spitzen des ersten und zweiten Wickels (72, 58)
die zweite und erste Endplatte (60, 74) jeweils
einheitlicher berühren.

2. Verdichter nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Kammer
(114) von dem Entladungskanal (76) isoliert ist.

3. Verdichter nach Anspruch 1, ferner umfassend ein
Entladungsanschlussstück (18), das mit dem Entla-
dungskanal (76) in dem nicht umkreisenden Rolle-
lement (70) in Fluidkommunikation steht und sich
durch die Abschlusskappe (14) erstreckt, um die
Kammer (114) von dem Entladungskanal (76) zu iso-
lieren.

4. Verdichter nach Anspruch 3, wobei sich das Entla-
dungsanschlussstück (18) in den Entladungskanal
(76) erstreckt.

5. Verdichter nach Anspruch 1, wobei das nicht um-
kreisende Rollelement (70) verschließend an die Ab-

schlusskappe (12) gesichert ist.

6. Verdichter nach Anspruch 5, ferner umfassend Bol-
zen (80), die sich axial durch das nicht umkreisende
Rollelement (70) erstrecken und das nicht umkrei-
sende Rollelement (70) an dem Oberlagergehäuse
(26) befestigen.

7. Verdichter nach Anspruch 1, wobei das umkreisen-
de Rollelement (56) relativ zu dem nicht umkreisen-
den Rollelement (70) axial versetzbar ist.

8. Verdichter nach Anspruch 7, wobei das Oberlager-
gehäuse (26) eine ringförmige Vertiefung (54) defi-
niert, die unter dem umkreisenden Rollelement (56)
angeordnet ist, und wobei das umkreisende Rolle-
lement (56) einen anderen Kanal (96) umfasst, der
sich durch die zweite Endplatte (60) erstreckt und
mit einer sich bewegenden Tasche über eine Ver-
tiefung (98) in der ersten Endplatte (74) in Fluidkom-
munikation steht, um das umkreisende Rollelement
(56) axial in Richtung des nicht umkreisenden Roll-
elements (70) vorzuspannen.

9. Verdichter nach Anspruch 1, wobei die erste End-
platte (74) die Abschlusskappe (14) verschließend
einrastet und wobei ein Entladungsanschlussstück
(18) in Kommunikation mit dem Entladungskanal
(76) steht und sich durch die Abschlusskappe (14)
erstreckt.

Revendications

1. Compresseur (10) comprenant :

une enveloppe (12) avec un bouchon d’extrémi-
té (14) ;
un logement de palier supérieur (26) fixe par rap-
port à ladite enveloppe (12) ;
un élément à spirale non orbital (70) fixe par
rapport audit logement de palier supérieur (26)
et comprenant une première plaque d’extrémité
(74), un premier emballage (72) s’étendant de-
puis ladite première plaque d’extrémité, un pas-
sage d’évacuation (76) et un passage (116) ; et
un élément à spirale orbital (56) comprenant une
deuxième plaque d’extrémité (60), un deuxième
emballage (58) s’étendant depuis ladite deuxiè-
me plaque d’extrémité (60) et en prise par en-
grènement avec ledit premier emballage (72),
caractérisé en ce que ledit élément à spirale
non orbital (70) et le bouchon d’extrémité (14)
définissent une chambre (114) en communica-
tion fluidique avec ledit passage (116), ledit pas-
sage (116) étant conçu pour être en communi-
cation fluidique avec une poche mobile définie
par lesdits premier et deuxième emballages (72,
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58) pour fournir un fluide sous pression intermé-
diaire à ladite chambre (114) pour dévier ladite
première plaque d’extrémité (74) de manière
que des pointes desdits premier et deuxième
emballages (72, 58) sont en contact de manière
plus uniforme avec lesdites deuxième et premiè-
re plaques d’extrémité (60, 74), respectivement.

2. Compresseur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
ladite chambre (114) est isolée dudit passage d’éva-
cuation (76).

3. Compresseur selon la revendication 1, comprenant
en outre un orifice de refoulement (18) en commu-
nication fluidique avec ledit passage d’évacuation
(76) dans ledit élément à spirale non orbital (70) et
traversant ledit bouchon d’extrémité (14) pour isoler
ladite chambre (114) dudit passage d’évacuation
(76).

4. Compresseur selon la revendication 3, dans lequel
ledit orifice de refoulement (18) s’étend dans ledit
passage d’évacuation (76).

5. Compresseur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
ledit élément à spirale non orbital (70) est fixé de
manière étanche audit bouchon d’extrémité (12).

6. Compresseur selon la revendication 5, comprenant
en outre des boulons (80) traversant axialement ledit
élément à spirale non orbital (70) et fixant ledit élé-
ment à spirale non orbital (70) audit logement de
palier supérieur (26).

7. Compresseur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
ledit élément à spirale orbital (56) peut être déplacé
axialement par rapport audit élément à spirale non
orbital (70).

8. Compresseur selon la revendication 7, dans lequel
ledit logement de palier supérieur (26) définit un ren-
foncement annulaire (54) disposé au-dessous dudit
élément à spirale orbital (56), et dans lequel ledit
élément à spirale orbital (56) comprend un autre pas-
sage (96) qui traverse ladite deuxième plaque d’ex-
trémité (60) et est en communication fluidique avec
une poche mobile par le biais d’un renfoncement (98)
dans la première plaque d’extrémité (74) pour solli-
citer ledit élément à spirale orbital (56) axialement
vers ledit élément à spirale non orbital (70).

9. Compresseur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
ladite première plaque d’extrémité (74) est en con-
tact étanche avec le bouchon d’extrémité (14), et
dans lequel un orifice de refoulement (18) est en
communication avec ledit passage d’évacuation (76)
et traverse ledit bouchon d’extrémité (14).
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